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1. I met with Rodney for Pisim and Councilor Harney to go through the paths on 

Lakeshore. We discussed what our next steps are and where we would like to 

begin with the first phase of this project. Some areas will be widened a bit to 

allow the sun to come through to keep paths dry. We will be starting with paths 

that are already established.    
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Councillor Mike Harney Report   

May 19 2022  

 

Wild Water AGM    April 30 2022  

Project hopes to be finished with the build stage by the end of this year.  Hook up with 

Entwhistle, the line to Nakamun Park and hook up to Ross Haven are the last to complete. 

It should be noted that the Wild water line has made a strong improvement in the water quality 

available to many of the municipalities involved especially at some of the First Nations 

communities which had previously had to deal with off and on water boil restrictions.  

Financially, the commission is in a strong financial position, and a representative of the audit 

firm reviewed the report at the meeting. 

The administration is now transitioning from a project build phase to a full Utility operation 

with appropriate policies and governance.   The whole project was designed and built towards 

future needs and expansion.  Organizing as a Utility will allow sales to fund future growth to 

meet the needs of members over the long term. 

The problem of ice build-up at the Sandy Beach truck fill was brought up with the suggestion to 

raise the 2 inch line overhead, for proper drainage into tanks before unhooking. 
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